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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

Awareness Engagement
 

Conversion

Increase brand 
awareness by 
15% among 
college students, 
graduates and 
parents by the 
end of the 
campaign. 

Reach a conversion 
rate of 15% among 
students, graduates 
and parents by the 
end of the campaign. 

Increase 
engagement with the 
target audiences by 
20% on multiple 
social media 
platforms by the end 
of the campaign.



BIG
IDEA

ChangEd to become the most user-friendly 
and reliable student payment loan app that is 
entrusted with users’ financial information



TARGET MARKETS

    GRADUATES COLLEGE 
STUDENTS PARENTS

Age: 45+Age: 18-24Age: 25 - 35



OWNED MEDIA STRATEGY



» Minimize text for better usability.
» Incorporate visual contents- Videos, Infographics, Images. 



WEBSITE SEO
» Incorporate relevant keywords in all the webpages to increase 

search ranking.  



CONTENT

» Website link: Drive traffic to the website by including the 
website link on social platforms. 



INSTAGRAM POSTS

» Savable and shareable content that audience can 
revisit.

» Provide relevant data/information. 



INSTAGRAM STORIES

» Increase engagement by using the 
built-in instagram story features 
such as question or poll stickers. 



PAID MEDIA STRATEGY





SAMPLE ADS



·   Main KPIs: 
Engagement Rate, 
Generate qualified 

leads

·   Target: Members with Bachelor’s, 
Master’s, and PhD degrees, Audience 

expansion

·   Topics: Finance, 
saving, loans, student 

loans, university 
costs, cost of living

Format: LinkedIn articles, 
long text posts, image, 
video

Influencers: Linkedin members who regularly post about student loans. 

Ex. Entrepreneur Josh Bobrowsky published long text posts about student loans. 





·   Main KPIs: Awareness and 
Consideration; Traffic to website; 
downloads, Follower demographics, 
Impressions, reach, Engagement

·   Target: Age range, 
Location, Interests, 

Behaviors, Connections

·   Topics: Saving, loans, 
student loans, finance, 
university, university 
costs, cost of living

Format: Photos with text 
captions, testimonial videos

Influencers: Pages for college students and their parents. 
Example: @savingforcollege.com. This page gives prospective college 

students financial information. 





·   Main KPIs: Traffic to website- 
conversions, Follower 
demographics, Impressions and 
reach, Engagement

·   Target: Age range, 
Location

·   Topics: Saving, loans, 
student loans, finance

Format: Photos with text 
captions

Influencers: Cindy Zuniga (@ZeroBasedBudget) posted about her journey paying off 
215k in loans in 48 months and now, gives advice to others. 



·   Main KPIs: Likes and 
    Impressions

·   Target: Age range, 
Location

·   Topics: Finance, 
saving, loans, money

Format: TikTok videos, 
challenges 

Influencers: TikTok user Holly Polly (@swanskysquirrel1) posted a video to 
the app of herself reacting to the amount of money she still owes in 

student loans. 



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1n8ZLEILrYm0hgoelzq3IMCJKxeKx2Ry1/preview


ONLINE EVENTS, SEMINARS, TRAININGS

» Collaborating with universities to provide free 
financial planning webinars with experts and 
influencers for students and alumni. 

» Providing perks within the webinar such as 
free subscriptions for parents, students and 
alumni.

» Using these to recruit campus ambassadors.



BUDGET 
LinkedIn $35, 000

Facebook Ads $30, 000

Instagram Ads $45, 000

TikTok Ads $40, 000

Google Ads $35, 000

Social Media Influencers + Event Honorariums $25, 000

SEO $20, 000

Content Creation $10, 000

Marketing Automation $10, 000

Total $250, 000





THANK YOU!


